Pulp - Story #1832
Worker name does not show up in pulp-admin task detail output
04/08/2016 10:33 PM - bmbouter
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Description
Knowing if a task has been routed to a specific worker or not is useful for users for debugging if a task made it through the
resource_manager or not. It is included in the API response from a command like:
pulp-admin -vv tasks details --task-id a83b32c4-4cb1-439e-a373-91797d0b185a
However the worker_name does not show up in the pulp-admin output from:
pulp-admin tasks details --task-id a83b32c4-4cb1-439e-a373-91797d0b185a
This issue is to have pulp-admin include worker_name in the output on a task detail view.
History
#1 - 04/15/2016 05:09 PM - bmbouter
- Tracker changed from Issue to Story
- Groomed set to No
- Sprint Candidate set to No
#2 - 04/26/2016 08:07 PM - kfiresmith
I'm piling onto this because running the with -vv and digging through the json is not great. Certainly not an urgent need but something that would be
nice given that sometimes tasks hang and you need to go digging.
#3 - 04/12/2019 09:33 PM - bmbouter
- Status changed from NEW to CLOSED - WONTFIX
#4 - 04/12/2019 09:40 PM - bmbouter
Pulp 2 is approaching maintenance mode, and this Pulp 2 ticket is not being actively worked on. As such, it is being closed as WONTFIX. Pulp 2 is
still accepting contributions though, so if you want to contribute a fix for this ticket, please reopen or comment on it. If you don't have permissions to
reopen this ticket, or you want to discuss an issue, please reach out via the developer mailing list.
#5 - 04/15/2019 10:32 PM - bmbouter
- Tags Pulp 2 added
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